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AJCE and its Activities
The Association of Japanese Consulting Engineers
(AJCE) was established in 1974 and was approved as
a legal entity by the Science and Technology Agency
of Japan (currently, Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology) in 1977. AJCE is a
member of the International Federation of Consulting
Engineers (FIDIC), representing the interests and
views of the Japanese consulting industry.
Our issue
Today, the world faces numerous challenges.
While the global economy appears to have
emerged from the worst stage of the financial
crisis, it is still difficult to predict its future
prospects. The recession has provided a
backdrop to other important global issues such
as climate change, increasing population and
the need for stable energy.
Last summer, the Japanese people chose,
through a general election, to change the
government. The new Cabinet declared that the
main pillars of its policy for the year 2010 were
Employment, Environment and Economy. Priority
was given to the effective measures for
underpinning the economy and employment,
and for reducing CO2 emissions.
We believe that only consulting engineers who
have the capability to satisfy the demand for
sustainable, safe, and efficient infrastructure can
promote the establishment of a healthier future
for the people worldwide. We have to mobilize
our resources to apply our experience and
knowledge across the borders and then we are
able to deliver sustainable solutions to the
challenges we are facing.
Our activity
Every year, AJCE members participate in the
FIDIC annual conference to contribute in various
roles, demonstrating that AJCE is one of the most
active member associations of FIDIC.
In September 2009, the FIDIC annual conference
"Global Challenges - Sustainable Solution" was
held in London, where the AJCE members
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participated in several seminars and workshops.
AJCE encourages its members to develop the
relationship with other FIDIC member
associations.
● In March 2009, several members of AJCE,
including the president who chair ASPAC, AsiaPacific Regional Groping of FIDIC Member
Associations, participated in the FIDIC/ASPAC
Kathmandu conference held in Nepal. About
300 people from the Asia and the Pacific
regions attended the conference. They
discussed the topic entitled "Making
globalization work and the role of consultants".
● In March 2009, AJCE and Uzbek Association of
Consulting Engineers (UZACE) agreed to
conclude a memorandum to cooperate and
supplement each other's resources with a view
towards promoting private/public initiatives for
sustainable development of the engineering
industries in both countries.
● In April 2009, AJCE and National Engineering
Consultancy Society of Azerbaijan (NECSA) also
agreed to conclude a memorandum to
cooperate and supplement each other's
resources for the same purpose.
● In October 2009, four young Australian
engineers visited Japan for three weeks under
the Young Professionals Exchange Program. This
program has been continuing for more than 10
years to foster the relationship between AJCE
and its sister associations in Australia and New
Zealand, and to train internationally-minded
professionals in each country.

seminar with an aim of improving the linkage
between Consulting Engineers and other
professional fields.
All of the AJCE's eight committees continue to be
very active. These committees are: Ethics, Policy
and Planning, General Affairs & Finance,
Membership, International Activities, Professional
Development, Engineering Development and
Publicity & Relations.
AJCE will continue these activities in the coming
fiscal year. We will also participate in the FIDIC
activities, including the annual conference in
New Delhi in September 2010.
For the future
In the FIDIC 2009 general assembly meeting in
London, I was elected as a new member of the
FIDIC Executive Committee. As a member of the
Committee, I will make efforts to improve the
status and visibility of consulting engineers in
general, and of the FIDIC organization in
particular, throughout the world. I will emphasize
the Quality-based Selection as the most
significant issue, and make our joint efforts for its
standardization, together with other vital issues,
ranging from sustainability to risk management
and engineering ethics.
At the same time, the general assembly meeting
of ASPAC was held, and Mr.Konomu Uchimura, a
vice president of AJCE, was elected as one of
new member of ASPAC Executive Committee.
He will pour all his effort to enhance the activities
of ASPAC while supporting the new chair of
ASPAC , Mr. Dennis Sheehan.
AJCE is trying to improve its social recognition,
and to enhance the quality of all professionals of
the Consulting industry, including manufacturers,
contractors and others. In its capacity, AJCE
contributes to the advancement of science and
technology, the development of industry, the
well-being and sustainability of the natural and
built environment, and the enhancement of
human security and welfare.
Thank you.

AJCE carries out activities to enhance the
professional capability of Consulting Engineers.
● In July 2009, AJCE held the annual seminar ,
with the focus on an important issue - Prospects
of the global market for Consulting. Three
lectures gave different perspectives on the
future global market. Many members of AJCE
as well as non-members participated in the
seminar.
● In November, AJCE held the 5th special
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New Development Paradigm

Hiroto ARAKAWA
Senior Special Advisor,
Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)

1. Where are we now in traditional aid architecture?
Dynamism of global changes has affected
development assistance for a decade. Today,
donors and developing countries have closely
worked together in line with two international
commitments: the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) and the Paris Declaration on Aid
Effectiveness (Paris Declaration).
The MDGs are a set of eight goals to be
achieved by 2015 that respond to the world's
main development challenges and the MDGs set
indicators especially in sectors of social welfare.
Many development actors have been working to
achieve these goals; however, they have left out
the importance of economic growth as well as
emerging global agendas. Promotion of growth
and increase in national revenue are
indispensable for sustainable economic growth,
and its indicators need to be set up properly.
Although it is crucial to secure global public
goods, prevent future economic crisis and its
downside risk, mitigate and adapt negative
impact of climate change, and bring
appropriate attention to fragile states, these
issues are not well addressed in the MDGs.
Not only financial commitment, but also
encouragement of effective and efficient
development is critical for achieving the MDGs.
Therefore, the Paris Declaration, endorsed on
March 2, 2005, is an international commitment to
which over one hundred ministers and heads of
agencies adhere to increase their efforts in
harmonization among donors, align with
recipient countries' systems and improve
management for development results with a set
of monitorable actions and indicators. The
declaration emphasizes ownership of recipient
country governments, reducing transaction costs,
providing budget supports, and assisting
capacity development, such as public financial

management and procurement could bring
poverty reduction. Nonetheless, the Paris
Declaration has some shortcomings which should
be properly addressed. Budget support and
limited efforts of capacity development could
not always secure service delivery necessary for
poverty reduction.
Furthermore, traditional resource flows from
developed countries to developing countries is
only assumed; therefore, diversity of aid
modalities such as guarantee and insurance
tools, which could enhance scaling up
development
activities,
is
not
well
accommodated.
2. New Challenges in the Horizon
Today we are faced with new global challenges
such as global climate change, global food
security, global macroeconomic and financial
imbalance, fragile states, and infectious disease.
Emerging countries may be able to contribute to
solving these challenges, while at the same time
they may cause these challenges. Thus, it
becomes inevitable to consider a new financial
architecture to mobilize and align with these
diversified resources to cope with various
challenges beyond the traditional aid
architecture.
3.1 Diversification of Aid Channels: More actors and
more modalities
Aid channels have become proliferated and
complex due to the growing number of
diversified actors and modalities. Emerging donor
countries which are non-DAC members such as
China, India, Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Brazil
and India, etc are becoming increasingly
important as development actors. In addition to
the sovereign actors as mentioned above, we
have seen private sector involvement in
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developing countries and emerging roles of nongovernmental organization such as philanthropic
foundations and CSOs (Civil Society
Organizations). With development actors
diversified, the volume of non-traditional
resources to developing countries is growing.

- Transparency in selection of the top
management (WB/IMF); and
- Strengthening surveillance system (IMF).
5. New Architecture and Approach
As discussed previously, there is a gap between
the present development challenges and those
identified in international agreements such as
MDGs and Paris Declaration in that today's
globalized world is dynamic; thus, we need to
fundamentally rethink the current aid
architecture and explore a new approach
based on lessons learnt from the past practices.
First of all, we should establish decentralized
coordination, i.e. a "Network of Networks"
architecture by improving knowledge systems,
adopting a principle of mutual understanding of
objectives and practices, and empowering
actors through the dissemination of necessary
information. Secondly, building horizontal
relationships between recipients and donors are
important: deepening dialogues and trustbuilding with local partners, implementing a trial
and error process, respecting ownership of
recipient countries, and committing themselves
in a longer term, as we have experienced
through successful development in Asia. Thirdly,
it is important to look at development outcomes
rather than inputs by donors. Fourthly, we
believe that diversifying aid modalities can bring
more resources to the international community
and deliver aid more effectively. Last but not
least, it is crucial to strengthen policy level
coordination among donors.

3.2 Challenges to institutionalize participation of
emerging political and economic power: From
G7/8 to G20
To tackle the financial and economic crisis that
spread across the globe in 2008, the G-20
members were called upon to further strengthen
international cooperation, and with the
importance of the G-20 increasing more and
more, they should take the initiatives in setting
principle of international cooperation. A half of
the G-20 countries are emerging donor countries,
and it makes us realize the importance of
building partnership with emerging donors.
4. Reflection of today's challenges: Governance Reform
of World Bank and IMF
International institutions including World Bank, IMF
and OECD DAC are considering governance
reform reflecting these challenges. For instance,
World Bank, and IMF have been drawn up reform
plans and followings are some of critical ones:
- Revision of voting power allocation and
composition of executive board members
(WB/IMF);
- Required vote for approval on critical issues
(WB) : 70-75% proposed (as reduced from
current 85%: a single country would not be
able to have veto);
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Globalization of Engineering Consulting
Industry in Japan
Konomu UCHIMURA
Vice president, AJCE
Member of the ASPAC Executive Committee
Managing Director, CTI Engineering Co., Ltd.

My career
I started working at CTI Engineering co., Ltd., one
of the representative engineering consulting
companies in Japan, as soon as I graduated
from a University in 1974. During the first 25 years
of my career, I conducted engineering
consulting services relating to the flood control
and the water resources management plans in
Japan. The following 10 years, up to the present, I
have been engaged in the company's
management as a director. I became a member
of the Association of Japanese Consulting
Engineers (AJCE) in 1990, where I have been
serving as a vice president since 2005. In these
years, I attended the annual conferences of the
International Federation of Consulting Engineers
(FIDIC) 12 times in a row from 1998 in Edmonton
through 2009 in London.

stepping forward to be actively involved into the
global market more than ever.
In order to expand our business into foreign
markets under the globalized economy, a
knowledge of the status of business operations
and contracting standards of foreign
engineering consulting companies is a
prerequisite for us. At the same time, we need to
solve issues of the domestic consulting market
from a global point of view. In this context, FIDIC
provides an effective interface for solving
vulnerable points of our contacts.
QBS is an example of this. Until about 10 years
ago, cost based selection (CBS) was the only
contracting method for engineering consulting
services in Japan. In an attempt to change this
situation, AJCE invited Mr. Lewis, the FIDIC
president at the time, and organized a seminar
on the QBS process in 1997. The seminar turned
out to be a great success, contributing to a
significant advancement of QBS in Japan over
the past 10 years.

AJCE
Depending on its area of works, such as civil
engineering and electrical engineering, etc., the
Japanese engineering consulting firms
established their own associations, with AJCE as
an exception that represents all areas of the
Japanese consulting engineers. AJCE joined
FIDIC in 1974, while the size of its membership is
yet to be increased.
Nevertheless, many AJCE members attended the
FIDIC conferences every year, and some of them
played respectful roles in its subcommittees.

Activities of ASPAC
I was appointed to a member of the Executive
Committee (EC) of the FIDIC Member
Associations of Asia-Pacific Region (ASPAC)
during its general assembly meeting, which was
organized as a part of the FIDIC annual
conference held in London in 2009. ASPAC is one
of the regional associations of FIDIC, consisting of
21 countries and territories in the Asia-Pacific
region. FIDIC has now as large as over 80
member associations, and for this reason, I
believe activities of local characteristics, such as
those of ASPAC, will have a significant meaning.
As a member of ASPAC EC, I will devote myself to
the promoting activities of ASPAC.

Why FIDIC?
In the prospect of an aging society with declining
population in Japan, engineering firms expect
that domestic capital investment in infrastructure
development will be reduced to cover the
soaring social security spending. For this reason,
the engineering consulting industry in Japan is
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ASPAC Activities 2007-2009

Masakazu Maeda
Past Chief of Secretariat,
ASPAC Sub-Committee of International Activity Committee, AJCE
CTI Engineering International Co., Ltd.

Our Mission
ASPAC aims firstly at providing a platform for the
free exchange of information among FIDIC
Member Associations within the Asia and Pacific
Region. Secondly, we pursue to share the
information and make recommendations to FIDIC
concerning particular matters affecting the
interests of consulting engineers in the region. Our
mission is finally to foster the consulting engineering
industry in accordance with the principles and
constitution of FIDIC and contribute to sustainable
development in the region.

ASPAC (FIDIC Asia-Pacific Member Associations)
was established in 1977 for commoditizing
information and expanding business chances in
the area, and now it is composed of 21
associations. The activities of ASPAC were
managed by the secretariat of the Association of
Japanese Consulting Engineers (AJCE), since Mr.
Akihiko Hirotani, chairman of AJCE, became a
chair of ASPAC in 2006.
During the FIDIC London Conference 2009, the
chair of ASPAC switched from Mr. Hirotani to Mr.
Dennis Sheehan, past president of the Association
of Consulting Engineers Australia (ACEA), and the
secretariat also switched from AJCE to ACEA. The
activities of ASPAC during the years of 2007 and
2009 were remarkable. The secretariat promoted
the Action Plan formulated in 2007, and proposed
other new issues, such as the capacity
development program and the young professional
forum. In addition, the secretariat organized
several FIDIC/ASPAC meetingsin Pakistan, Korea
and India to reinforce communication among the
member associations, and to accelerate these
actions. Those activities in 2007-2009 are
summarized below.

ASAPC Action Plan 2007-2009
ASPAC Action Plan 2007-2009 was established to
aim at promoting better relations among ASPAC
member associations to commoditize information
and expand business chances in the Asia-Pacific
region. These actions resulted in enhancing
interaction within the member associations, and in
expanding their business opportunities. These results
also brought in an increase of the number of
consultant associations, representing countries that
wished to join ASPAC, and consequently the
number of FIDIC member association increased.
The target was set up each year. The results of the
actions are enumerated as follows:
• The target of the first year (year of 2007) was
“Raising
Awareness
and
Creating
Communication Environment among the
member associations”. ASPAC Region News was
issued periodically to sensitize importance of
communication to the member associations.
Simultaneously, information of each member
association was exchanged by country reports
and newsletters.
• The target of the second year (year of 2008) was
“Gathering and Arranging Information from the
member associations and Providing it for their
Needs”. To achieve this target, ASPAC pages of

Left: Mr. Akihiko Hirotani, AJCE
Right: Mr. Dennis Sheehan, ACEA
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ASPAC 2008 Quebec GAM also agreed that the
capacity development for young professionals
should be carried out in the ASPAC region.
ASPAC secretariat was involved in this
preparation for establishment of ASPAC Young
Professional Forum. The detail of ASPAC Young
Professional Forum is presented in another article
in this news letter.
• The target of the last year (year of 2009) was
“Securing Consistency and Sustainability of
ASPAC Activities, and Presenting Directions
toward the Future”. In the final year of the three
year Action Plan, continuation and
reinforcement of the past activities were
regarded as indispensable. Therefore, the
secretariat reviewed the performance in
three years, and proposed the general
directions of the follow up actions for ASPAC.
Recommendations towards the future activities
of ASPAC are summarized below:

ASPAC Region News Issued Periodically

FIDIC website were updated by FIDIC and
ASPAC secretariat. FIDIC website then was linked
to websites of each member association. Almost
all of member associations opened their website,
and information such as technical seminars for
consulting engineers, and the directory of their
member firms was displayed.
ASPAC General Assembly Meeting (GAM) held in
2008 at Quebec agreed that the capacity
development program should be carried out in
the ASPAC region. Based on this decision, ASPAC
secretariat carried out a survey to collect
information on capacity development program
from FIDIC and the countries that have already
held seminars or workshops . As a result, 17
member associations out of 19 already held or
planed seminars or workshops in cooperation
with FIDIC.

Towards the Future
The world is now becoming flat and the business
environment has been more complicated. In
particular, the region covered by ASPAC is a
broad expanse of countries and economies
including a wide variety of races, religions and
cultures. Under these circumstances, considering
that the role of ASPAC will become more
important, the following actions should be carried
out:
• ASPAC member associations will continue to
dispatch information by news and website to
share their experience and knowledge.

ASPAC in FIDIC Home Page (left) and ASPAC Home Page on the Website (right)
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• ASPAC/FIDIC will support the following activities:
> ASPAC/FIDIC regional conference
> ASPAC/FIDIC regional training programs
> ASPAC/FIDIC regional young professional
forum
> Establishment of FIDIC regional office in
Asia/Pacific (ASPAC permanent secretariat)
In terms of the regional training programs, although
FIDIC provides several training programs as part of
its own International Training Programme to
support the member associations, it is
recommendable that regional training centers will
be established in some regions to offer a program
of courses, mainly in the local language. Finally, it is
crucial to ensure that the younger generation,
filled with vitality and creativity, enters the fields of
engineering to strengthen and maintain the
industry. In this sense, it is necessary for
ASPAC/FIDIC to support the ASPAC Young
Professionals Forum for capacity development of

young consulting engineers.
Acknowledgement
I was so honored to work as a secretary general of
ASPAC secretariat for those three years and really
appreciate the hard work of my colleagues, Mr.
Kazutoshi Akasaka, Ms. Eiko Watatsu and Mr.
Takashi Nakajima. My deep gratitude also goes to
Mr. Akihiko Hirotani, former chairman of ASPAC
and FIDIC executive committee member, and Dr.
Yoshihiko Yamashita, secretary general of AJCE
secretariat. They always supported me warmly and
properly. Lastly, I would like to express my sincere
appreciation to Mr. Goro Fujie, former secretary
general of AJCE secretariat, staff of AJCE
secretariat, and other members of AJCE
International Activity Committee. Without their
appropriate help and suggestions, I had never
fulfilled this important mission.
Thank you.
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Establishment of Young Professionals (YP)
Sub-Committee in AJCE

Kazutoshi AKASAKA
Chair, Young Professionals Sub-Committee
Nihon Suido Consultant Co.,Ltd.

1. Background
In support of FIDIC (Federation Internationale des
Ingenieurs-Conseils; International Federation of
Consulting Engineers) YPF, ASPAC (FIDIC AsiaPacific Member Associations) YPF will be
established in near future. As consequences,
activities of the Young Professionals have
enhanced. Platform of sharing information
among young professionals has established and
growing firmly year by year.
In the light of globalization, it's very important to
collect such information in real time, and give it
to domestic young engineers.

> Enhance activities of raising interest of
Consulting Industry, young professionals in
particular including college students.

2. Objective
In the context of such background, executive
board of AJCE agreed to establish Young
Professionals (YP) Sub-Committee in 2009. The
goal of YP Sub-Committee is as follows.
> Support training and networking of the
young professionals through the participation
to FIDIC/ASPAC activities etc. for promoting
business opportunities of consulting engineers
in the global market.

3. Activity
Activities of the YP Sub-Committee are as follows.
a. Information collection through the
FIDIC/ASPAC-YPF and Networking with FIDIC
YP groups.
b. Study global market through the FIDIC news
and FIDIC documents etc.
c. Networking among domestic young

AJCE
Professional Development Committee
Professional Development Promotion Sub-Committee

FIDIC Policy Promotion Sub-Committee for
Young Professionals Sub-Committee
Young Professionals Group (supporting body of YP)
Figure-1 Position of YP Sub-Committee
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5. Function of YP Sub-Committee
The YP Sub-Committee has the following three
functions, namely, Linkage to FIDIC/ASPAC YPF,
Networking and Public Relations. They are
interrelated each other. This Sub-committee
carries out the external activities in support of
Young Professional Group.

professionals
d. Support Young Professionals Exchange
Program (YPEP) with Australia (ACEA)
e. Plan and implement events such as site visit
etc. for college students
f. Outreach ourselves to young engineers and
students
g. Promote activity of young professionals
through “young professional award”

6. Activity in the future
We would like to further expand current activities
of young professionals in cooperation with
FIDIC/ASPAC YPF. Since its establishment, YP subcommittee functions as a platform of
exchanging information and enhancing activities
of young professionals not only in AJCE but also
outside bodies so that the consulting industry can
be presented as
promising body. It
is my expectation
that I can report
progress of our
activities in the
next newletter.

4. Position of YP Sub-Committee
The YP Sub-committee is positioned under the
Professional Development Committee, one of the
eight standing committees of AJCE.

Professional Development Committee

Observer

YP Sub-Committee

Chair
FIDIC/ASPAC YPF
1. FIDIC-YPF Activity
2. ASPAC-YPF Activity
3. News Letter
4. Translation and
dissemination of FIDIC
information
5. Study FIDIC Documents

YP Networking

Public Relations

1. YP Networking
2. Support of YPEP
3. Study meeting etc.
4. Plan and implement Events
(Site visit etc.)
5. YP Award

1. Public Outreach
2. Business Development
3. Secretariat
4. Industry Promotion and
Support for Students

Cooperation
AJCE-YPG Young Professionals
Figure-2 Function of YP Sub-Committee
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AJCE Activity 2009 at a glance
January

February

March

April

Seminar
Conference
3/10-13 FIDIC/ASPAC Kathmandu
Conference 【p.7】
■Title "Making Globalization Work:
Role of Consultants"

Topics
1/7 AJCE New Year
Celeblation Party

Publication

3/12 Inauguration of
MOU between AJCE
and UZACE 【p.21】

Bulletin Vol.32 No.4

4/27 Inauguration of
MOU between AJCE
and NECSA 【p.21】

News Letter Vol.30

12

May

Jun
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e

July

August

September

7/14 AJCE Annual Seminar 【p.22】
■Title "A Big Leap into the World Market
-Potential Opportunities for the Consultant "

October

November

December

10/23 Chair and Presentation, 11/20 Professional Career
9/13-9/16
FIDIC London Conference
Development Seminar
FIDIC 2009
London
Conference

10/14 Summit Meeting
between AJCE, KENCA and
CNAEC 【p.20】

11/26 KENCA
Visited Japan

8/21 Ishii Past AJCE
President Visited FIDIC

10/23 Cerebration of
FIDIC EC and ASPAC
EC electees (Aki and
Konomu)

10/13-10/30
AJCE/ACEA Young Professionals
Exchange Program【p.14】

Bulletin Vol.33 No.2

Bulletin Vol.33 No.1
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AJCE Activity 2009

Young Professionals Exchange
Programme (YPEP) 2009
-A bridge of friendship connecting Australia and
Keiichi KANAI
JapanChair, Professional Development Promotion Sub-Committee
CTI Engineering Co., Ltd.

In October last year, AJCE welcomed four young
Australian professionals who spent 3 weeks at
selected AJCE member firms as they were
participating Young Professionals Exchange
Programme (YPEP), established in 1996 to
promote good relationship and friendship
between Japanese and Australian young
consulting engineers.

proved to be one of the key elements of the
programme.
The schedule of YPEP2009 was as follows;
January
Host firms recruited and selected
February
Selection of visiting young
professionals
April
Pre-visit dialogue started
October 13
Orientation & Welcome Party
October 24-25 Trip to Kyoto & Nara
October 30
Young Summit Meeting &
Farewell Party
In the “Pre-visit Dialogue” period, the Australian
engineers communicated by e-mails with the
mentors or other people at the host firms on the
wide range of topics from technical issues in their
business area to practical information and tips for
staying in Japan.
During 3 weeks of visit, four Australian engineers
worked with their mentors at each host
company, location of which dispersed all over
Japan from Sapporo to Sendai, Tokyo and
Fukuoka. The programs varied by host company,
but mostly included presentations, seminars,
discussions, site visits and, of course, many social
events.

Signing Ceremony of MOU in 1995

Due to the global economic depression, there
were not as many visiting engineers this time as in
the past years. However, well-prepared training
programs and warm hospitality of the host firms
made this year's YPEP even more productive and
fruitful. “Pre-visit Dialogue”, introduced for the first
time in 2007 to make the training more effective
and efficient, was carried out smoothly and it

Trainees of YPEP

1

GHD

Jamie Chapman

Host Company
in Australia
Oriental Consultants Co.,Ltd.,

2

GHD

Nobu Ito

Oriental Consultants Co.,Ltd.,

Tokyo

3

Arup

Hilary Pocock

CTI Engineering Co., Ltd.

Sendai, Fukuoka

4

Kellogg, Brown and Root

David Dixon

Chodai Co.,Ltd.

Sapporo, Tokyo

NO.

Company

Name
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Welcome Party

Young Summit Table discussion

The weekend trip to Kyoto and Nara, former
capital cities of Japan and famous for their old
shrines and temples, offered to the visitors a
good opportunity to explore the rich history of
Japan.
On the last day the Young Summit Meeting was
held in Tokyo, in which all the participants from
both countries got together to report and listen
to the outcome of their 3 weeks of training, and
to exchange their views and opinions on some
interesting isuues such as the difference of work
environment and systems in two countries. After
the Australian engineers' report presentation, we
had roundtable discussions, topics of which were
(1) What “Consulting Engineer” means for your
career and life, and (2) What you expect your
firm to do for your “Capacity Building”. In the
discussion for topic (1), they exchanged various
experiences and views; the reasons why they
had chosen this profession, the gap between
their original expectation for the job and the
reality they are facing, the huge social
responsibility and challenge of the profession,
and so on. For topic (2), they talked about their
own firms' policies of human resources
development, how they want their superiors to
guide or educate them in the daily work, and
what they would do to your subordinates in the
future. It was a valuable and meaningful meeting
for all participants, and one of the highlights of
the entire program.
While YPEP's primary purpose is to provide young
engineers with opportunities to touch different
cultures, to learn new engineering skills, and to
create an extensive network of young
professionals, we hope that in the future this will
be growing into close business relationship

Farewell Party

between the participating firms in two countries.
We have already started preparing for this year's
YPEP, in which AJCE will be sending Japanese
young professionals selected from its member
firms to Australia, and we believe that it will be
another success in YPEP's outstanding history.

Trainees and their hosts in YPEP2009
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AJCE Activity 2009

Summary of YPEP 2009 Experience

Jamie Chapman
YPEP2009 Trainee
GHD

Introduction
During the 2009 YPEP to Japan, I was given the
opportunity work with Oriental Consultants in their
Tokyo office where we exchanged knowledge
through discussions and site visits. While in Japan
I stayed with two different families and was also
able to travel to various parts of Japan to
experience the culture.

Cultural Experience
During the weekends I was able to visit many
different places throughout Japan. A tour was
organised by AJCE through the historic cities of
Kyoto and Nara. Through the guided tour, I
learnt much about the history of Japan.
I was also able to experience much of the night
life in the city of Tokyo and the more weekend
atmosphere in places like Yoyogi Park and
Akihabara.

Work Experience
Each day I travelled to Nishi-Shinjuku Gochome
station using the high frequency train system
which was an interesting experience. My work
with Oriental Consultants involved many
discussions with employees with topics ranging
from YP Issues to pavement design differences
between Japan and Australia.
I was also able to visit a number of project sites,
some completed and some under construction.
These visits were very valuable and informative as
design and construction constraints vary
between Japan and Australia.

Summary
The exchange program to Japan has been very
rewarding and valuable. I have made a lot of
friends while here in Tokyo working with Oriental
consultants and I hope to continue these
following my return to Australia. I was able to
experience the wonderful hospitality that the
Japanese are famous for. This was a great
experience and I recommend it highly to all
young professionals and I thank ACEA and AJCE
for their effort to make this possible.
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YP Exchange Program 2009 Report
Nobu Ito
YPEP2009 Trainee
GHD

1. Introduction
As an YPEP trainee, I have
been served with Oriental
Consultants (OC), Railway
Group within the Global
Consulting (GC) Division.
Although it was a short stay, I have been given
some opportunities to expose myself to general
discussion with YPs, railway grade separation
construction site (non-OC project).
2. Discussion with OC's YPs
Discussion session was held for
the purpose of exchanging
opinions on differences
between Australian and
Japanese
consultancies
including
• Working Hours and Environment
• Dress Code (introduction of casual Friday)
• Drug and Alcohol Policy

are the advantages of using the tunneling method
• Future urban renewal planning
• Community friendly
• Construction time reduction
• Not affecting the Existing operation
• No traffic control required.
Continuous bridge grade Separation:
The continuous bridge grade
separation project at one of
the busiest level crossing for
Keikyu line Kamata station
where two major roads cross,
are carried out by Keikyu
Railways. It is constructed for the purpose of
improving the current traffic situation and
followings are other advantages.
• Construction time reduction
• Improvement of noise and vibration
• Future urban renewal planning
• Car and bike parking space under the
continuous bridge

3. Major Grade Separation in Metropolitan Area
The traffic congestion caused by railway level
crossing has been a large issue in metropolitan
area and occasionally, the maximum wait at the
level crossing goes over 30mins so that often two
solutions are suggested for mitigation: underground
and continuous bridge grade separation
Shield and cut and cover tunneling:
Keio Railways is performing the total length of
3.7km underground grade separation between
Chofu and Kuniryou station for
the purpose of easing the
traffic congestion at level
crossing, reducing the level
crossing accident and urban
renewal. The following factors

4. Conclusion and Acknowledgement
Through this program, I have had a tremendous
time staying with Oriental Consultants and other
trainees to experience Japanese culture, working
environment, unique construction techniques and
build a valuable relationship for future networking
Thereby, I thank AJCE and ACEA for organizing the
amazing opportunity for young professionals who
are aspiring and developing the knowledge and
experiences, Oriental Consultants Railway Group,
road group and Safety and QM staffs for creating
comfortable work environment as well as sharing
their knowledge and experiences and special
thanks to Mr. Kamiyama for his consistent
assistance and organizing the training programs at
OC
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YPEP2009 Report
- My experience in JapanHilary Pocock
YPEP2009 Trainee
Arup

1.A Week in Sendai with CTI Engineering
My first few days in Sendai were spent visiting
local rivers, sights and impressive engineering
feats. I was able to see a flood retarding basin,
levee bank and flow control infrastructure as well
as enjoy a cruise along the picturesque Mogami
River in the Yamagata Prefecture. Also in this
prefecture, I saw Nagai Dam and was taken to
the elevated construction
site of Ogawa Bridge. Site
visits always included lunch
that reflected the quality of
the local produce, namely
very delicious Soba Noodles.

desalination plant and many other water saving
measures. I was able to draw many similarities
and differences between the way water is
managed in each respective city, and came
away with some ideas for improvement of some
water systems in Australia. A well informed site
visit to their desalination plant and also to the
highly esteemed research Professor Jinno from
Kyushu University was valuable.
During my time in Kyushu I was also able to visit
the very active Mt Aso volcano and again
experience local food
delights such as raw chicken,
lots of ramen, beef intestines
and one of the most
confronting, pig foot from a
local Yatai.

Through the kindness of the Sendai people I was
able to experience very unique cultural
experiences through the many meals shared at
traditional Japanese restaurants. After dinner
parties were also great fun and afforded me the
pleasure to understand what Japanese karaoke
is really all about! I was also lucky enough to
have a home stay with Koichi Saito and his
family, play softball and attend an Imoni party
with the entire office.

3.Lasting Impressions
My time in Japan exceeded all expectations I
had previously held. The kindness of the people,
the charm of the Japanese culture as well as the
technical exposure to the state of play of water
in Japan has meant my experiences here have
been entirely unique. I congratulate the AJCE for
hosting such a successful program and would like
to thank the people of CTI Engineering for
making my time in Japan so valuable and
enjoyable. Special thanks go to Yohei Takita,
Koichi Saito, Asuka Ukese
and Toshiaki Ishimoto who
were exceptional hosts. I
feel very grateful to have
been part of this program
and look forward to visiting
again in the near future.

2. A Week in Fukuoka with CTI Engineering
During my week learning about water resource
management in Fukuoka I quickly came to
realize that not all water engineering issues in
Japan are focused on flood control and river
planning. Similarly to my
home city Adelaide,
Fukuoka experiences
water shortages which
have
meant
the
establishment
of
a
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My Time in Japan with Chodai
Consulting
David Dixon
YPEP2009 Trainee
Kellogg, Brown and Root

During my three week exchange with Chodai I
was fortunate enough to experience working life
in Japan. The first week I spent in Hokkaido at the
Sapporo office; here I was introduced to their
GPS Information System. This system allows users
to utilize the features found on their mobile
phones, such as the camera, GPS and internet to
provide immediate information to the office. I
was also taken to a bridge inspection
approximately 110km north of Kushiru. While in
Sapporo I visited the Sapporo Bier Garten to
enjoy some tasty
Japanese beers and
food. A weekend trip
to Otaru and further
west for sight seeing
allowed me to witness
some of the traditional
and more natural
Sashimi in Sapporo
areas of Hokkaido.

monitoring room all the expressways can be
monitored for congestion. This was great to see,
as I have never visited the control centre in
Brisbane. In order to witness Tokyo congestion first
hand, I was taken on a trip to the Odaiba area
across Rainbow Bridge. On the way I was able to
travel at speeds, that on occasion, exceeded
5km/h.
For two days I was able to ride the Shinkansen to
Kyoto with the other YPEP members. Here I visited
a couple of temples and shines in Kyoto. The
following day I made the trip to Nara to see
some more equally impressive shines and
temples. For the night we stayed in a rather
traditional room with tatami mats; with the 6am
wakeup earthquake included at no extra cost.

I returned to Tokyo for the following two weeks.
During my first week in Tokyo I was able to witness
construction of 10km of new railway that would
provide a second rail link to Narita airport. While
here I had the opportunity to visit the Tekken
Corporation training facility. The training facility is
impressive; the start involved a short briefing
about the facility and following this briefing I was
shown their training site. This site is 150m long and
is a working reconstruction of a station platform
and level crossing with various construction works
on display.

Kimonos at Kiyomizu-dera, and Kinkakuji
(Golden Temple) in Kyoto

Everyone at AJCE, Chodai and the other host
firms were exceedingly welcoming. I would like to
thank all of those involved in this program as I
believe it has increased my engineering
experience; as well as given me the opportunity
to experience Japanese culture.

I was able to visit the Metropolitan Expressway
control room and the NEXCO traffic control
centre for the Kanto area. From a large
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Summit Meeting between AJCE, KENCA and CNAEC
On October 14, 2009, summit meeting between
the Association of Japanese Consulting Engineers
(AJCE; President, Aki Hirotani), the Korea
Engineering and Consulting Association (KENCA;
Chairman, Hun-Il Moon) and the China National
Association of Engineering Consultants (CNAEC;
Secretary General, Tang Ping) was held at the
international conference center in Seoul.

hosted 2005 FIDIC Beijing Conference to advice
and support the Conference.
Aki Hirotani, AJCE President, who has served as
the chairman of ASPAC for the last three years
from Sept. 2006 to Sept 2009, then elected as a
FIDIC executive committee member in Sept. 2009
addressed that cooperation between the three
associations will contribute greatly in the
development consulting industry in ASPAC
region. Through this cooperation, he stressed, I
would like to exert myself for the enhancement
of ASPAC activities. He further added that
capacity development of young professionals
and their entering in our industry are urgent
issues. Our mission for achieving this objective is
to raise our status in society to be respected and
attractive figure. Aki stressed in this connection
that we need to nurture our cooperation
continuously.

Front from the right
Aki Hirotani, AJCE President
Hun-Il Moon, KENCA chairman
Tang Ping, CNAEC Secretary General

Tang Ping advised KENCA that visa issue is quite
time consuming and important for enhancing
participation in FIDIC conference, therefore,
early visa preparation is recommended for the
Seoul Conference. Regarding technical
information exchange between the associations,
she stressed that translation of technical
information or others in native language should
be avoided not only it is time consuming but also
ineffective. English should be the governing
language in sharing information in the internet
age.

In the meeting, it was acknowledged that the
three associations from Japan, Korea and China
further promote mutual cooperation for the
development of consulting engineering industry
in Asia and Pacific regions based on FIDIC
ASPAC activities. Role of ASPAC has been
increasing in FIDIC activities, thus cooperation
between AJCE, KENCA and CNAEC is expected
to be a strong driver in this context.
Organizer of the summit meeting, Hun-Il Moon,
KENCA chairman addressed that we would like
to further promote business opportunities and
exchange of technical and engineering
expertise through continuous dialogues between
the three associations. With regard to successfully
prepare and implement 2012 FIDIC Seoul
Conference, he requested AJCE who hosted
1991 FIDIC Tokyo Conference and CNAEC who

After
the
announcement
of next meeting
in Beijing in
2010,
the
s u m m i t
meeting was
adjourned.
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Memorandum of Understanding with Uzbekistan
(UZACE) and Azerbaijan (NECSA)
MOU between AJCE and UZACE
On March 12, 2009, the Association of Japanese
Consulting Engineers (AJCE; President, Aki
Hirotani) and the Uzbek Association of Consulting
Engineers
(UZACE;
Chairman,
Mirodil
Mirakhmedov) concluded the Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) at Yak and Yeti Hotel in
Kathmandu, Nepal for mutual cooperation and
promotion of business opportunities. Five
members from AJCE and UZACE participated in
the MOU signing ceremony.
At the beginning of the Ceremony, chairman
Mirodil Mirakhmedov addressed that UZACE
expects the development of consulting industry

like to support the development of consulting
industries in the central Asian region.
The MOU was concluded between Aki Hirotani
and Mirodil Mirakhmedov, following the approval
of UZACE as the associate member of FIDIC at
the 2008 FIDIC Quebec Conference.
The period of MOU is 3 years and will be
extended after mutual agreement for
continuation. The MOU covers i) exchange of
information, ii) joint hosting of seminars and
workshops, iii) promotion of business
opportunities, iv) promotion of capacity building
among young professionals.
MOU between AJCE and NECSA
The MOU between the Association of Japanese
Consulting Engineers (AJCE; President, Aki
Hirotani) and National Engineering Consultancy
Society of Azerbaijan (NECSA, President ,Ibrahim
Mammadzadeh) was concluded on 27th April,
2009.
Proposal of the MOU was initiated at the ASPAC
Conference held in March 2009, Kathmandu,
Nepal. Through mutual dialogues since the
ASPAC conference, both associations came to
concluding the MOU. Contents of the MOU are
similar to those with UZACE.

Left; Mirodil Mirakhmedov ,UZACE Chairman
Right; Aki Hirotani, AJCE President

and rising of technical expertise in own country
as well as in the ASPAC region through AJCE who
has long experience and achievements as one
of the leading consulting associations in the
same region. He added further as the results, we
expect long lasting and rewarding relationship
between the two associations.
Aki Hirotani, President of AJCE who has been
serving as the chair of FIDIC ASPAC since Sept
2007 addressed the importance of signing MOU
with UZACE who is expected to be a new
addition to ASPAC member in 2009 FIDIC London
Conference. AJCE will support raising technical
development in Uzbekistan by exchange of
newsletters, technical information and others.
Through Uzbekistan, it is our hope that we would

Left; Ibrahim Mammadzadeh, NECSA President
Right; Aki Hirotani, AJCE President

It should be mentioned that UZACE and NECSA
joined as ASPAC members at 2009 FIDIC London
Conference.
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AJCE Annual Seminar 2009
A Big Leap into the World Market- Potential Opportunities for the
Consultant
Professional Development Committee, AJCE

1. Introduction
AJCE held its annual seminar on 14 July 2009 in
Tokyo, with 65 participants from the consulting
industry. The seminar entitled "A Big Leap into the
World Market" focused on potential future and
new markets for Japanese consulting firms.

AJCE invited three speakers from different
disciplines to share their foresights on the trends
of the world market and the role of the
consultants in such markets. These speakers are:
Mr. Hiroto Arakawa, Senior Special Advisor of the
Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA);
Mr. Kei Hara, Director of Value Planning
International, and Dr. Shunji Kusayanagi,
Professor of the Kochi University of Technology.
2. Presentations
1) Role of Consultants in New Paradigm (by Mr. Hiroto
Arakawa)
The speaker highlighted climate change as one
of the worldwide issues, and commented on the
involvement of consultants in such projects.
Concerning issues, he expects Japan to lead the
trend in the world, taking the initiative as a
pioneer where there are no frameworks of
solutions, thus experience and innovative ideas
of Japanese can be contributed.

Strong demand on social infrastructure
development is expected to be continued in
order to realize sustainable economic growth in
emerging countries.
Implementation of
economic-stimulus packages is also pushing up
infrastructure development demand in the
recent years.
Japanese consultants have achieved a certain
level of success in their overseas businesses,
which depended largely on Official
Development Assistance (ODA) projects.
However, we have to seek a wider range of
business opportunities, exert more effort in
gaining international competitive edge required
for managing mega-scale projects, and boost
our presence in the world market.

Mr. Hiroto Arakawa, JICA

The speaker cited two projects related to climate
change. One was the study on the impact of
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climate change at seaboard cities in the
Philippines, which was jointly conducted by ADB,
JICA, and IBRD. The study forecasted future
variations in temperature rise, sea level rise,
precipitation and ocean waves to formulate
urban and infrastructure development plans. The
other was the climate change program loan to
Indonesia conducted by JICA.

a project is not regarded as a public project but
as an investment project. The private sector
usually gains benefits from the project operation
over a long period.
There are differences in approach between ODA
projects and PPP projects. For example, under
ODA projects, the public sector's role is as
employer to the private sector, which is the
contractor. In PPP projects however, both sectors
act as partners.

These projects require consultants to have broad
networks and trust relationships with government
organizations and residents of recipient countries.
These sometimes require consultants to step up
policy reforms of recipient countries. The
consultants have to give thoughtful advice,
respecting the partner's standpoint and without
interfering in the country's affairs.

Consultants also act as partner under PPP
projects. Thus, in the consultants' approach to
PPP, they have to understand the above
difference and to change their way of thinking.
The speaker commented that cross-border
"integration of knowledge" and "creation of
wisdom" would be the basis to sustain PPP in Asia.
The hope is that consultants would play a key
role in contributing to the huge demand of
infrastructure development in Asia.

Japanese consultants are expected to succeed
in these projects as such accomplishments build
up the sustainable cooperation between Japan
and the countries involved.
2) Public Private Partnership (PPP) in the Asian Region
(by Mr. Kei Hara)
The demand for infrastructure development in
Asia is estimated at US$ 200 billion or more per
annum. Developed countries cannot cover this
demand with their public assistance alone. The
PPP approach has attracted attention in
contributing to cover such demand.

3) Issues to Tackle and Future Perspective for our
Construction Industry (by Prof. Shunji Kusayanagi)
The speaker sent hearty cheers to consultants
mentioning the fundamentals in construction
business environment in Japan.
In 2008, Koch University of Technology (KUT)
conducted a questionnaire survey of public
offices, construction firms, and consultants
regarding contract administration for
construction projects in Japan. The survey
revealed that projects were being implemented
even when contract administration was scarcely
known.

The speaker cited past projects which adopted
the PPP approach, e.g., Ulaanbaatar Urban
Development Master Plan in Mongolia, and
Hyderabad Outer Link Highway ITS Project and
Ennore Port Logistic Hub Advancement Project,
both in India. From the private sector viewpoint,

Dr. Shunji Kusayanagi, KUT

Mr. Kei Hara, Value Planning International
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On the one hand, such business environment was
functioning well and had achieved the rapid
development of social infrastructures in Japan
during 1960 to 1970. However, it did not have
effects on international projects, and is
considered as one of the causes of the
diminishing international competitiveness of the
Japanese construction industry.

construction industry overseas. To support such
plan, consultants are required to be independent
and impartial.
3. Acknowledgment
All three speakers, from differnet viewpoints,
encouraged the consultants and provided many
hints regarding future business promotion. The
seminar participants were so interested and
enthusiastic that the seminar room seemed filled
with a sense of tension throughout the session.
AJCE annual seminar is one of the most
important and visible events, which has always
followed the major interest of consulting industry
in selecting its main topics. In the era of
globalization, AJCE, as the only organization
representing Japan in the FIDIC, will continue to
be the leading body to enhance the quality of
the Japanese consulting industry.

The speaker mentioned that a three-party
structure (Employer-Engineer-Contractor) prevails
in the international construction market. This
three-party structure more definitely guarantees
process control in projects as compared to the
two-party (Employer-Enginer/Contractor)
structure prevailing in Japan.
The speaker concluded that a strategy is needed
to create a business environment that meets the
international market fundamentals, in order to
improve the competitiveness of the Japanese
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The Project for Improvement of Equipment of Bhutan
Broadcasting Service Corporation in the Kingdom of Bhutan
Principal
Firm(s)

Yachiyo Engineering Co., Ltd.

Project Site

Bhutan

Client

Bhutan Broadcasting
Corporation (BBSC)

Finance

Japan's Grant Aid

Period

Aug. 2007 - Nov. 2009

Type of
Project

◆ B/D,

Service

D/D

◆ Tendering

Master Control Room

Procedure
Supervision

◆ Construction

Project Outline
◆ Bhutan is a mountainous country situated in the
eastern part of the Himalaya Mountains and
the topographical factor disturbs frequent
communication to rural areas.
◆ The equipment was designed and procured to
enhance the capabilities of Bhutan
Broadcasting Service Corporation (BBSC) which
broadcasts significant information to the entire
mountainous country.
4WD SNG OB Van

Details
Yachiyo Engineering Co., Ltd. (yec) proposed the
following solutions in order to improve the
information network in Bhutan:
◆ The

terrestrial video transmission line which links
the capital city and rural areas through
telephone lines.
◆ Satellite News Gathering system which enables
to broadcast TV programs from all over the
nation through satellite lines.
◆ Master Control Room in the Broadcasting
Centre which enables to process a massive
amount of information efficiently.
Technical discussion with the Bhutanese side
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Secondary Education Development and
Improvement Project (SEDIP)
Principal
Firm(s)

Oriental Consultants Co., Ltd.

Project Site

5 Social Reform Agenda (SRA)
provinces in the Republic of the
Philippines.
(Text book procurement covered
27 SRA provinces)

Client

Government of the Republic of
the Philippines

Finance

Japanese ODA Loans

Period

January 2001 - March 2009

Type of
Project

◆ Project

- Procurement of school furniture for new school
buildings
- Procurement of about 5,000 sets of school equipment
Education Sector Component (6 provinces)
- School Improvement Plan
- Division Education Development Plan
- In-Service Training for school heads and teachers
- High School Innovation Fund Project
- Secondary Schooling Alternatives
- School Based Management

Management Services

Project Outline
The Government of the Republic of the Philippines faced
difficulties in poverty-affected provinces in raising the
rates of school enrollment and transition from elementary
to secondary school, and lowering the dropout rate. The
Government therefore devised the Secondary Education
Development and Improvement Project (SEDIP).
This project aimed to improve equitable access to quality
secondary education in 15 Social Reform Agenda (SRA)
provinces (a component for text book procurement was
extended to 27 SRA provinces). The project entailed three
main objectives: (i) to improve the quality of secondary
education, (ii) to increase the rate of participation in and
completion of secondary education, and (iii) to facilitate
decentralization to transfer greater management
responsibilities and decision making authority to the
schools and Department of Education Division Offices at
the provincial levels.
Details
School Facility Development Component (15 provinces)
- Construction of about 1,500 school buildings including
15 new schools (new construction and repair work)
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Sofia Metro Extension Project
Principal
Firm(s)

Oriental Consultants Co., Ltd.JV
with Padeco (Prime)

Project Site

Sofia, Bulgaria

Client

Municipality of Sofia

Finance

Japanese ODA Loans

Period

September 2002 - September 2009

Type of
Project

◆ Basic

- Reviewed, revalidated and supplemented the
preliminary designs
- Reviewed and finalized available designs and tender
documents for various contract packages
- Selected contractors
- Supervised construction
- Commissioned and conducted trial runs of the
extension
- Prepared manuals for the operation and maintenance
of the signaling and telecommunications systems

Design and Detailed Design
Assistance
◆ Construction Supervision
◆ Tender

Project Outline
The Metropolitan Company, Sofia's rapid transit
company, first became operational in early 1998. The
city's metro master plan, prepared during the period of
socialist rule, calls for the construction of three radial
routes with a total length of 52 km. The Metropolitan
Company has already started operation of Line No. 1
from Station 1 to Station 7 (8.1 km), at intervals of 6
minutes during the morning and evening peak hours.
The purpose of the Sofia Metro Extension Project was
to enhance the movement of people in central Sofia
by extending the already operating subway system,
from Station 7 to Station 9.
The total length of the project is 2.3 km with twin single
tracks running in tunnels constructed by the shield
tunneling method. It includes two new stations, Station
8 and Station 9, constructed by the cut and cover
method. The west end of the project connects to
Station 7 which was already in operation. The east end
of the project connects to an existing tunnel
constructed some 20 years ago which was
incorporated into the project.
Details
Oriental Consultants provided the following engineering
services to the project:
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Preparatory Survey for Southern Bali Water Supply
Development Project
Principal
Firm(s)

Nihon Suido Consultants Co., Ltd

Project Site

Southern area of Bali (Denpasar,
Gianyar, and Badung) in Indonesia

Client

Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA)

Finance

Japan's Grant Aid

Period

March 2009 - Octover 2009

Type of
Project

Preparatory Survey

◆ Ideas

on optimum institutional arrangements
were drawn up for the bulk water supply unit to be
established.
Table. Summary of Water Supply Project

Basic Information
Target Area
Target year

Denpasar, Badung, Gianyar
2015
Water demand
3,287 litre /sec
Designed Facilities for the Project
Water Treatment
300 litre /sec x 2 locations
capacity
(Western and Eastern systems)
Transmission /
42.6 km
Distribution Pipeline
(Diameter 315 mm-900 mm)
Distribution reservoir
8.000 m3

Project Outline
- to increase water supply capacity in the Project
Area
- to strengthen the capacity of new public service
unit to be established for bulk water supply
- to improve access rate of piped water in the
Project Area
- to improve living environment of the residents in
the Southern Bali Area
Details
◆ In order to facilitate ODA loan project formation
smoothly, feasibility study (F/S) prepared by
Indonesian side were reviewed.
Availability of water resource was revised and
facilities, such as water intake treatment plant,
water transmission pipe, reservoir and distribution
main, were preliminarily designed.
◆ Project cost and its implementation program were
also reviewed and then financial soundness of the
project were analysed.
◆ Business plans prepared by three waterworks,
namely PDAM Denpasar, PDAM Badung and
PDAM Gianyar, were reviewed to support
financial soundness of the three PDAMs.

Project site and designed system

Planed location of a water intake
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Study on Water Environment Improvement Project
for Da Nang City in the Social Republic of Viet Nam
Principal
Firm(s)

Nihon Suido Consultants Co., Ltd

Project Site

Da Nang, Viet Nam

Client

Ernst & Young ShinNihon LLC,
Japan External Trade Organization
(JETRO)

Finance

◆ Considering

the massive rainfall in rainy season,
separated sewer system was proposed in METI
Phase I, in order to solve the ineffective treatment
situation of existing combined sewer system.

Table. Summary of Priority Project

Sewerage / drainage project
Target Area
Target year

The Ministry of Economy, Trade
and Industry

Service Population (2030)
Capacity of WWTP

Period

August 2009 - February 2010

Type of
Project

Pre-Feasibility Study

Lien Chieu (764 ha)
2030
73,900
16,400 m3/day

Project Outline
- To discover and/or formulate the Japan funded
project using Japanese superior technology and
know- how.
- To develop drainage and sewerage system in Da
Nang City in order to decrease flood damage,
improve water quality and thereby promote urban
sanitation and enhance the living environment and
improve the tourism business in Da Nang City.
Details
◆ The development plan of the sewerage and
drainage system, construction of new sewerage
facilities and drainage facilities in Da Nang City was
formulated as METI Phase I (Priority project) and
Phase II projects.
◆ Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) was
conducted for priority project including water
quality survey, and provided recommendation on
mitigation measures for negative environmental
impacts.
◆ Project cost estimation, implementation scheduling,
tariff raise plan, economic internal rate of return
(EIRR) calculation were all conducted for METI
Phase I with the recommendation for necessary
institutional arrangements.
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THE PROJECT FOR CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT FOR WATER ENVIRONMENT
CONSERVATION IN THE METROPOLITAN AREA, REPUBLIC OF GUATEMALA
Principal
Firm(s)

CTI Engineering International Co., Ltd

Project Site

Metropolitan Area, Guatemala

Client

Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA)

Finance

Japan's Grant Aid

Period

March 2006 - December 2009

Type of
Project

◆ Technical

working groups (TWGs) that corresponded to the
four components. Each TWG was composed of 2
to 10 counterparts of MARN, supported by the
consultants.
The first TWG elaborated four strategies for
effective enforcement of the Wastewater
Regulation, and implemented a pilot project for
rating the water environmental performance of
industries. The second TWG was engaged in
activities related to monitoring of wastewater
form industries. Wastewater of a total of 400
industries was sampled and analyzed under the
Project. The third TWG established a web-based
water environmental GIS database system that
contains results of the above monitoring and
water quality data of the Amatitlan lake and its
tributaries. The fourth TWG developed water
environmental education materials (video and a
manual) for secondary school students with the
Ministry of Education.

Assistance Project

Project Outline
◆ This capacity development project, which
covers 9 municipalities in the metropolitan
area, Guatemala, focused on the enforcement
of the Wastewater Regulation (Acuerdo
Gubernativo No.236-2006) that took effect in
May 2006. In order to develop the capacity of
the Ministry of Environment and Natural
Resources (MARN) for the implementation of
the Regulation, a variety of activities regarding
four main components of making of policies
and
strategies,
wastewater
control,
establishment of database system and
environmental education were implemented
form March 2006 through December 2009.

It was concluded that the project purpose was
achieved as planned, and that the policy of
conservation of water resources in the
metropolitan area would be reinforced if
Guatemalan Government continues its
environment-friendly social development
policies.

Details
Established so recently in 2000, the administration
capacity of MARN had been very low, and
almost no significant activities had been
implemented for the conservation of water
environment. In May 2006 MARN enacted the
Wastewater Regulation, and it was decided that
this Project would focus on the capacity
development of MARN for the smooth
implementation of the Wastewater Regulation.
Project activities were made by four technical

Wastewater Monitoring by Counterparts
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THE PREPARATORY STUDY FOR SECTOR LOAN ON DISASTER
RISK MANAGEMENT IN THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES
Principal
Firm(s)

CTI Engineering International Co., Ltd

Project Site

Whole of PHILIPPINES

Client

Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA)

Finance

Japan's Grant Aid

Period

February 2009 - January 2010

Type of
Project

Preparatory Study

river basins including the group of foreign funds, F/Ss are to
be conducted by the DPWH with New JICA's assistance.
Details
The objectives of the sector loan project are to strengthen the
capability of Philippine Government agencies concerned in
disaster risk management and to mitigate flood damage in
vulnerable areas through the following:
(1) Implementation of structural and non-structural measures
for the improvement of rivers in high risk flood damage
areas. The selection of such rivers shall be in accordance
with the results of the “Study on the Nationwide Flood Risk
Assessment and the Flood Mitigation Plan for the Selected
Areas in the Republic of the Philippines.”:
(2) Improvement of disaster risk management systems,
including management of the disaster response fund for
flood control.

Project Outline
The Philippines is one of the countries most severely
damaged by natural disasters in the East Asia Region.
Among the natural disasters, 92.5% are caused by typhoons
that bring heavy rainfall and strong wind.
In the Philippines, master plans for flood control projects of
the Major River Basins (12 out of 18) with catchment areas of
more than 1,400 km2 were formulated in 1982. Based on
those plans, feasibility studies and projects were
implemented with ODA and other international funds. Even
for the Principal River Basins with catchment areas of more
than 40 km2, urgent flood control projects whenever severe
flood damage occurred were implemented. So far,
however, river basins where flood control works have been
implemented are very limited.
Under the circumstances, it has been recognized that there
is a necessity for the early implementation of flood control
projects not in the whole river basin but only for the core
area in each basin. For this purpose, the idea of a “Sector
Loan” from New JICA (the merged JICA and JBIC) has been
brought up to cover several river basins as a package but
only for the protection of core areas. To make arrangements
for the Sector Loan, feasibility studies are needed for the
selected core areas scattered in these river basins.
In line with the above idea, the DPWH had decided to
conduct, by itself, F/Ss for twelve (12) river basins belonging
to the group financed with local funds. For three (3) of the

The objective of the Preparatory Study is to prepare the basic
materials necessary to implement the sector loan project
aforementioned, including the following:
(1) To select three (3) objective river basins and core areas
where urgent implementation of a flood control project is
really needed;
(2) To conduct feasibility studies for the selected core areas in
the three river basins;
(3) To arrange the materials for preparation of the
Implementation Program (I/P) in connection with the
application for a sector loan; and
(4) To confirm and recommend, if necessary, the current
institutional arrangements to manage the sector loan.

Inundation by Perennial Typhoons
(Marikina River in Typhoon Ondoy)
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Rades - La Goulette Bridge Construction Project
Principal
Firm(s)

Nippon Koei Co., Ltd. (NK) JV
with PCI, SCET and STUDI

Project Site

Rades and La Goulette, Tunisia

Client

Government of the Republic of Tunisia

Finance

Japanese ODA Loans

Period

1990 - 1991 and 1997 - 2008

Services

Following the Feasibility Study in 1989-1990
and the Study for Special in 1996-1997, JV
led by NK carried out:
◆ Detailed Design
◆ Tender Assistance
◆ Construction Supervision

Main Bridge, North Interchange and Ramp Ways

Project Outline
The Grand Tunis region is divided into South and North by Canal
of Tunis Lake, and the traffic between the two areas depended
on either routes passing through the urban area of Tunis or
ferryboats. Connecting directly these areas, this Project plays a
critical role in the urban development by facilitating transport
between South including the commercial port of Rades and its
industrial district, and North including the tourist port of La
Goulette, Cartage Ruins, Sidi Bou Said and the suburbs.
Not only economic development but also socio-environmental
benefits such as reduction of traffic congestion and NOx are
expected by reducing the traffic volume passing through the
urban area of Tunis.

South Approach Bridge

Details
The project details are as follows:
◆ Main Bridge: 260m (70m+120m+70m), Extra-dosed
PC box girder type
◆ South Approach Bridge and South Canal Bridge:
580m in total, PC girder bridges
◆ South Approach Road: 2.2 km
◆ North Interchange and Ramp Ways: 1.9km (including
1.6km of curved PC box girder bridges)
◆ Deviation of Expressway: 2.4km
◆ Reclamation : 18.5ha
◆ North Extension Road : 6.5km

Main and South Approach Bridges under construction

Monument
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Technical Cooperation Project for Agricultural and Rural Development for Rehabilitation
and Reconstruction through Community Approach in Trincomalee (TRINCAP), Sri Lanka
Principal
Firm(s)

Nippon Koei Co., Ltd.

Project Site

Trincomalee District, Sri Lanka

Client

Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA)
Japan's Technical Cooperation

Period

November 2005 - October 2009

Type of
Project

◆ Consulting

Service for Technical
Cooperation Project

Rehabilitation of rural infrastructures by the community people
(Agriculture road)

Project Outline
◆ To recover the agriculture production and rural
livelihood affected by the ethnic conflict in
Northern and Eastern Sri Lanka for last 20 years, the
technical cooperation project was formulated in
Trincomalee District, Eastern Province.
◆ This project aims to establish a model for the
agricultural and rural development for
rehabilitation and reconstruction through
participatory approach.
Details
1. Capacity building of Community Based
Organization (CBO)
2. Preparation and implementation of
Community Action Plan (CAP)
- Strengthening of agriculture and livestock
production and its sales
- Rehabilitation/ construction for rural
infrastructures by community (irrigation
facilities, village road, community hall, agrowell, etc.)
- Supporting for income generation activities
(handicraft, sewing and value added
products by village ladies)
3. Monitoring and evaluation of CAP
4. Strengthening of government services
- Construction of Agrarian Service Center and
Veterinary Surgeon Office
- Technical guidance to the frontline officers

Introduction of Marketable Crops
(Pineapple Cultivation)

Strengthening of Government Services
(Reconstruction of Agrarian Service Center)
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Detailed Design of the Cable-stayed Bridge for the
Incheon Bridge Project in Republic of Korea
Principal
Firm(s)

CHODAI CO., LTD.

Project Site

Republic of Korea

Client

Joint Venture headed bySamsung
Corporation (Project Owner:
Incheon Bridge Corporation)

Finance

Private Finance Initiative (PFI)

Period

October 2004 - October 2009

Type of
Project

Detailed Design as a part of Fast
Track Construction

Completed Incheon Bridge

The bridge has a 33.4m wide road deck to
accommodate three (3) lanes of traffic in each
direction. The pylons are made of reinforced
concrete with the height of approximately 230m,
supported by the drilled shaft piling foundations.
The joint venture company, headed by Samsung
Corporation, was awarded the contract for the
project.

Project Outline
Detailed Design of a cable-stayed bridge with the
center span length of 800m

Chodai Co., Ltd. carried out the detailed design
of the bridge under the contract with the Joint
Venture. AASHTO LRFD was used as the design
specifications.

Details
The Incheon Bridge, which links Incheon
International Airport to Songdo New Town in the
southern part of Incheon city, is located 10-km
south of the Yeongjong Bridge, which has been
in service since November 2001.

In order to reduce the construction period, the
contractor had adopted a fast track procedure
and the bridge was successfully opened to traffic
in October 2009.

The 1.1-trillion-won-worth project was
implemented through a Private Finance Initiative.
The concessionaire, Incheon Bridge Corporation,
a special purpose company composed of a
British investment company and Incheon City, will
operate and maintain the bridge for 30-years
period, thereafter it will be transferred to the
Korean Authorities.
The total bridge length is approximately 12km
and the cable-stayed bridge with the center
span length of 800m is the main structure located
at the vessel passage with the clearance height
of 74m.

Illuminated Incheon Bridge
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Members of Publicity & Relations Committee and AJCE staffs are enjoying cherry-blossom
viewing party at nearby UENO Park. Cherry blossom lasts only for a few weeks, however, it
flourish our spirit full of joy and happiness. Hope you can visit us in the cherry blossom season.
Illustration, Miho Yamato, Publicity & Relations Committee
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Editor's note

AJCE issues the English News Letter for the overseas readers once a year, that includes the articles written by the
president of AJCE and other guest writers, In 2009, AJCE organized the annual seminar, conducted the Young
Professional Exchange Program, and filed the project accomplishment by member firms, AJCE strives to
contribute to consulting engineering industry in Japan by paying attentions to the international trend in
cooperation with the overseas MAs and CEs. This Letter provides up-to-date information of the AJCE activities.
The FIDIC 2009 annual conference “Delivering Sustainable Solutions Global challenges” was held in LONDON. AJCE
members who participated in this conference discussed the world issues with FIDIC members, especially on such
issues as the climate change, increasing demands for energy, and the investment in infrastructure under the
global recession. They explored the role of engineers in the delivery of sustainable solutions. During the
conference, the president of AJCE, Mr. Hirotani, was elected as a board member of FIDIC. He addressed that
AJCE was mostly interested in promoting Quality-Based Selection (QBS) in the public procurement system to
secure high quality in products and services.
As reported in this Letter, AJCE and ACEA (Association of Consulting Engineers Australia), provided the Young
Professional Exchange Programme for more than 100 young engineers in both countries. The Program was
established in 1996 to develop good relationship and friendship between Japan and Australia through
opportunities to experience different cultures, to learn different engineering skills, and to create extensive
network of young engineers. These young trainees are expected to build international capacity, to become
excellent professionals, and to improve the status of consulting engineers.
Readers can find the relevant articles in this Letter. We put the
importance in publicity to achieve our objectives, and to promote
the exchange of information among the members of FIDIC.
We thank AJCE secretariat for preparing and publicizing this Letter.
Sincere thanks to our readers also for their continued interest in AJCE.
Hideaki YOKOUCHI, vice chair of Publicity and Relations Committee.
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AJCE Members
43 firms, 166 members, 13 supporting members

List of Member Firms
A Akeno Corporation
Akiyama Consulting Engineering Office

O Ootsuka Engineering Office
Oriental Consultants Co., Ltd.
OYO International Corporation

C Chodai Co.,Ltd.
Chuo Kaihatsu Corporation

P Pacific Consultants Co., LTD.

CTI Engineering Co.,Ltd.

Pegasus Engineering Corporation

CTI Engineering International Co.,Ltd.

Plant Sekkei Co.,Ltd.

Cooplus Co.,Ltd.

P.T.Morimura & Associates, Ltd.

Creative Engineering Research Institute
H Hayabusa Consulting Engineering Office

S Sakurai Giken
Shimizu Consulting Engineering Office

Higuchi Consulting Engineering Office
Hirano Consulting Engineering Office
Hiroshi Tanaka Consulting Engineering Office

T The Japan Electrical Consulting Co.,Ltd.
Toko Engineering Consultants Ltd.
Tokyo Engineering Consultants Co.,Ltd.

I IDEA Consultants Inc.

Toshihiko Ohmoto Project Consultant

Ides Inc.
Ikeda Consulting Engineering Office
INGEROSEC Corporation
J Japan Bridge & Structure Institute, Inc.
Japan Port Consultants, Ltd.
K Kiso-Jiban Consultants Co., Ltd.
Kokusai Kogyo Co.,Ltd.
Kurosawa R&D Engneering Office
N Nakabori Soil Corner Co.,Ltd.

Y Yachiyo Engineering Co.,Ltd.
Yuasa Consulting Engineering Office
Supporting Members
Docon Co.,Ltd.
EBARA ENGINEERING SERVICE Co.,LTD.
ISHIGAKI COMPANY, LTD.
KUBOTA CORPORATION
SHIMIZU CORPORATION
THE SUMITOMO TRUST AND BANKING Co.,LTD.

Nagatomo Machinery Consulting Engineering Office
Nihon Suido Consultants Co.,Ltd.

Goro Fujie

(A&G OFFICE)

Ninomiya Professional Engineer Office

Masaru Kaido

(Trett Consulting)

Nippon Civic Consulting Engineers Co.,Ltd.

Naoki Iguchi

(Anderson Mori & Tomotsune)

Nippon Koei Co.,Ltd.

Noboru Sakuma

NJS Consultants Co.,Ltd.

Shunji Kusayanagi (Kochi University of Technology)
Yoshiko Koizumi
Yoichi Takemura

(City-Yuwa Partnars)

